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Udaipur:Baby Maya’s tale

of survival is an extraordinary

one. The preemie, who was

born to Covid positive mother

, prematurely at just 30 weeks

of gestation [ seven and half

months] and weighed only

1400 grams , fought for 24 days

to survive a stormy course in

the neonatal ICU of Jivanta

Children’s Hospital , Udaipur

.Maya  and Dev Singh [ name

changed] from Udaipur mar-

ried since 18  years were  very

happy to welcome their baby

. But unfortunately whole fam-

ily came Covid positive.

Everyone was worried about

mother and baby.   She start-

ed premature labour pains and

leaking of  amniotic fluid at 30

weeks of her pregnancy. The

ultrasonography revealed

nearly absent amniotic fluid.

Couple rushed to private hos-

pitals , but nobody was ready

to deliver baby. Mother start-

ed with high grade fever and

breathing difficulty and got

admitted at Covid ESIC hos-

pital, Udaipur on 2/4/21 and

as the survival of baby was get-

ting compromised was taken

up for emergency caesarean

section. Male baby was born

weighing  1400 grams . This

was very precious and the

only hope for the family . This

baby then quickly transferred

to Jivanta neonatal ICU for fur-

ther care.

“ We got call from patient’s

father that mother is covid pos-

itive and premature baby needs

NICU care and wants to shift

baby after birth to Jivanta

Hospital.  To salvage baby of

Covid positive mother and that

too premature is mammoth

task and big challenge before

our team as such kind of babies

can not be admitted in routine

NICU where other babies can

get infected with Covid-19.

Our team accepted it and made

necessary arrangement as per

Covid protocol. We prepared

one isolation NICU with sep-

arate entry and exit, incuba-

tor, ventilator, monitors , etc. ”

Said Dr Sunil Janged , Chief

Neonatologist at Jivanta

Hospital. 

Dr Nikhilesh Nain added, “

Baby born this small have

extremely poor function of all

body organs include lungs,

heart, brain, kidney,skin, intes-

tine & all of them need sup-

port for survival of baby. This

is where skilled & dedicated

Neonatologist & Nursing staff

is required, as the margin of

error is close to zero. Problems

related to any single system

can singularly kill the baby .” 

The baby was managed &

looked after at Jivanta Neonatal

ICU under precise care of

Neonatologist  Dr.  Suni l

Janged, Dr. Nikhilesh Nain, Dr

Vinod, Dr Amit & trained nurs-

ing staff. At beginning baby was

struggling to breathe , so was

put on respiratory support. His

gut was immature & he could

not be fed, so baby was put

on TPN which means giving

all essential nutrients such as

protein, carbohydrate by blood.

These are some of many prob-

lems one faces while manag-

ing such babies. Regular

screening of heart & brain

were performed to rule out any

bleeding in brain. Baby required

ventilatory support  for 15 days.

In all he was in NICU for

22 days, today he is being dis-

charged, on discharge his

weight is 1.6 Kg  . By far his

progress in NICU is satisfac-

tory, Brain is structurally nor-

mal, eyes are developing nor-

mally.

During this Corona pan-

demic crisis this little fighter

gives us moral boost . It was

long & tough journey for me &

my team , It is the latest tech-

nology, high end expertise of

our NICU team, which has

pulled this off. In last 6 years

Jivanta has successfully treat-

ed more than 125 extreme pre-

mature babies weighing less

than 1000 grams and   having

more than 90% survival of

extremely low birth babies”

said Dr. Sunil Janged , Chief

Neonatologist at Jivanta

Children Hospital.

Born to Covid positive mother, at barely 30
weeks, premature baby beat odds to sur-

vive at Jivanta Children’s Hospital

Vaccination camp
organized at UCCI

Udaipur: A three-day vaccination camp was started by

the Udaipur Chamber of Commerce and Industry under the

joint aegis of the District Medical and Health Department.

Vaccination is entirely free. MLA from Udaipur Rural Area Mr.

Phool Singh Meena, President of UCCI, Mr. Komal Kothari

and Mr. Umesh Manwani of CSR Committee and Executive

Member Mr. Kartya Shukla get the vaccinated On this occa-

sion, Shri Virendra Singh Chauhan of Shakti Kendra Convenor,

Divisional Minister Shri Kesulal Dangi, Shri Ram Singh

Chundawat, Councilor Shri Poonam Singh Rawat, etc. were

present.

Rural MLA Mr. Phool

Singh Meena administered

the oath to the UCCI office

bearers, UCCI members,

and industrialists to moti-

vate all their personnel and

their families to get vacci-

nated as necessary.

Chairman Shri Komal

Kothari suggested that all

employers make every

possible effort to get 100% vaccination and get vaccinated;

otherwise, they should be immunized by providing as much

information as possible at the workplace and their families.

Talk about safety.

UMCI Senior Vice President Mr. Hemant Jain, Vice

President Mr. Vijay Godha, Honorary General Secretary Dr.

Anshu Kothari, Honorary Treasurer Mr. Sandeep Bapna, past

president  Mr. P.S. Talesera, former chairman Mr. Hansraj

Chaudhary, executive member Mr. Achal Agarwal, etc. mem-

bers contributed to make the camp's success a success.

Due to vaccination in the nearby industrial area, many

enthusiasts rushed to get the immunization enthusiastically.

On the first day of this three-day camp, 138 persons were

vaccinated, in which 91 were first vaccinated, and four were

vaccinated. Both Kovacine and Kavidshield are being vac-

cinated in the camp.

Mr. Phool Singh Meena said that all industries and com-

mercial establishments of the Udaipur division have to be

completely free from the danger of corona infection. The cam-

paign to create awareness for vaccination of all personnel

and their families and adopt preventive measures from

Corona is a commendable effort of the UCCI, and the admin-

istration will extend all possible support for this.

Chairman Mr. Komal Kothari said that the purpose of orga-

nizing this camp is to provide vaccination facilities to the employ-

ees, workers and their families, and local residents of the

member organizations of the Chamber. Shri Komal Kothari

informed that the camp will be organized on April 23 and April

24, 2021, so more and more people get vaccinated and take

advantage of this cam.

Udaipur. To treat the acute Corona-posi-

tive patients in the hospital, life is being saved

during the Corona by tracheostomy. Nose, Ear,

Throat specialist Dr. S. s. Kaushik (ENT

Surgeon) and his team have saved lives by

tracheostomy of Corona positive patient resi-

dent of Udaipur.Dr. S. s. Kaushik said that dur-

ing Corona, serious patients have to face a lot

of difficulty in breathing. Usually, in most hos-

pitals, the patient is expected to be Corona neg-

ative. A tracheostomy is then performed. 

In the Paras J. K.  hospital, we perform a

tracheostomy of the patient while being Corona

positive. In this, doctors and other colleagues

are more likely to be Corona positive, but the

patient's chances of survival and getting rid of

his Corona are increased. By tracheostomy,

the patient suffers from shortness of breath.

Oxygen reaches directly into the lungs, due to

which the oxygen gets depleted, and its lungs

are also easily cleaned. This results in a quick-

er recovery of the patient. Dr. Kaushik said that

it is risky to do so, but the team has experi-

enced doing thousands of such tracheostomies.

With the state-of-the-art resources available in

the hospital, we do it in just 3 to 4 minutes.

Vishwajeet, the hospital's facility director,

said that our priority is to save the patient's life.

We are always committed to this. In this spir-

it, we are providing excellent medical services

to the residents of Udaipur and the surround-

ing areas during these difficult times.

Saved lives by tracheostomy of Corona positive

Successful surgery of rare 6-
hour baby tracheoe-

sophageal fistula (TEF) in
PMCH

Udaipur:Successful surgery of a 6-hour-old newborn baby

tracheoesophageal fistula (TEF)  done in Udaipur at Pacific

Medical College and Hospital gave him a new life. This oper-

ation, which lasted for three hours, was carried out by the child

and newborn surgeon Dr. Praveen Jhanwar, Dr. Shilpa Sharda

of the Department of Anesthesia, and the team deployed.

The newborn baby girl born in Nathdwara was born in a

private nursing home at 5 AM, she was immediately sent to

the PMCH after the girl's condition was unaffordable. Family

members showed Dr. Praveen Jhanwar, a child and neona-

tal surgeon. After checking, it was found that the breathing

tube and food pipe of the girl were connected, which was pos-

sible to cure the operation itself. In this operation, the breath-

ing tube of the newborn was separated from the intestine, and

the food pipe was made.During this time, the girl was kept on

a ventilator for two days under the supervision of Pediatric

Critical Care Expert Dr. Puneet Jain and his team and took

complete care of her. She was able to recover very quickly.

Pediatric and neonatal surgeon Dr. Praveen Jhanwar said

that tracheoesophageal fistula (TEF) is a congenital disease

in which the trachea carries air to the lungs, and the food pipe

which carries food to the stomach are interconnected.

Sometimes during pregnancy, these two tubes do not utterly

separate during development and remain connected by a short

passage. Due to which the newborn has pneumonia and breath-

ing problems. According to medical signs, this type of disease

occurs in one in five thousand children during the develop-

mental process in the womb.Dr. Jhanwar clarified that the

excess of water in a woman's womb during pregnancy signi-

fies this disease. If there is a problem like this, delivery should

be done in a hospital where a child and newborn surgeons

are available.

Passers sent a message of
corona awareness

Udaipur: As per the State Government's instructions, the

service work of the Scout-Guide Organization is going on to

protect the general public from the Corona under public disci-

pline fortnight. On Sunday, posters-stickers penned a mes-

sage of corona awareness on the means of movement. They

prompted passers-by and workers traveling in vehicles to fol-

low the Kovid protocol, wear masks and move out of the house

only when necessary work was done.

C.O. Scout Surendra Kumar Pandey said that the Anti Corona

Team constituted by the district administration, the Allied Scout

Guide Corona Warriors team, is motivating the people to escape

the Kovid by spreading the message of the Chief Minister across

the district.

134 benefited in Corona vac-
cination camp set up by

JAR's inspiration
U d a i p u r :

Inspired by the

Udaipur unit of the

J o u r n a l i s t s '

A s s o c i a t i o n  o f

Rajasthan (JAR),

134 civilians over 45

years of age were

vaccinated at the

Corona Rescue

Vaccination Camp

organized by the

Hindu Empire Organization on Sunday.

Jitendra Mathur of the organization said that citizens start-

ed coming to the vaccination camp at 9 AM at Jyoti Public

School in Fatehpura from early in the morning. Sanitizer was

arranged at the entrance of the campsite and given the Corona

Rescue Guidelines; shells were made at a sufficient distance

so that distance could remain among the citizens. The imper-

ative of the mask was also taken care of. Out of 134 citizens,

91 were vaccinated by the first and 43 by the second dose.

These included senior journalists as well. All were registered

online. There is the availability of covaxine and covishield in

the camp so that the other dose does not cause any problem.

He informed that 134 citizens were vaccinated in this camp,

which was conducted under the inspiration of the Journalists

Association of Rajasthan (JAR) Udaipur till 4 PM. Earlier on

the occasion of the morning camp, Jyoti Public School Director

Manish Kumawat, Udaipur District President Nanalal Acharya,

General Secretary Bharat Mishra, Women Secretary Priya Dubey,

Treasurer Gopal Lohar, Media Incharge Harish Navlakha,

Member Dinesh Hada, Harish Lohar, Activists of the organiz-

ing organization including Bharat Bhushan were present. The

citizens of the area also assisted in this camp. On this occa-

sion, Senior Photo Journalist Rakesh Sharma 'Rajdeep', JAR

State Secretary Kaushal Mundra, JAR State Executive Member

Rajesh Verma greeted the Corona Fighters personnel of the

Department of Medicine and Health on their continued ser-

vices.

Preeti Shaktawat demanded a
Covid ward in Bhinder

Udaipur: Because of the rising outbreak of the Corona epi-

demic in the Vallabhnagar Assembly constituency, Preeti

Gajendra Singh Shaktawat, wife of late MLA Gajendra Singh

Shaktawat, spoke to District Collector Chetan Deora and District

Chief Medical and Health Officer Dr. Dinesh Kharadi about the

Corona related problems of the area Informed. Shaktawat

informed the Collector and the Chief Medical and Health Officer

about the issue of not coming to Udaipur due to lack of Covid

ward in Vallabhnagar Assembly constituency and the problem

of not getting empty beds in Udaipur and at the earliest The

demand for starting a Covid ward in a 75-bed hospital in Bhinder

so that the people of the tehsil area are relieved from coming

to Udaipur. They can get medical facilities promptly. At the

same time, Preeti Gajendra Singh Shaktawat demanded that

any retired doctor or nursing worker who wants to give his ser-

vices in the field hospitals should be allowed to save precious

lives in times of crisis. In this regard, Preeti Gajendra Singh

Shaktawat also mentioned the names of retired medical per-

sonnel who want to render their services.

Mukesh Madhwani re-elected
President 

Udaipur: Given the prevailing circumstances of the Corona

transition in the country,  decided not to hold elections to the

Udaipur Bakers Society & to keep the current executive

unchanged.

Officials say that in the present circumstances, meeting

people together can prove fatal for all of us. In such a situa-

tion, there is a need to create social distance as much as pos-

sible. Recognizing this initiative and preventive measures, the

Udaipur Bakers Society decided not to contest this time but to

keep the last year's executive as unchanged as it is.

In the executive committee, patrons Ismail Ali, Yakub Bhai,

Brahmanand Guvalani, Virendra Matai, Suresh, Ashok Madhwani,

Jagdish Bajaj, Chairman Mukesh Madhwani, Vice President

Sanjay Kalra and Sanjay Linjara, Secretary Ritesh Jain,

Treasurer Rajkumar Sachdev, Co-Secretary Umesh Matai,

Executive Member Narendra Patwa, Ashok Wadhwani, Mukesh

Wadhwani, Lalit Purbia, Sanjay Wadhwani, Babu Bhai, Ravi

Chaudhary, Vikram Madhwani, Vishal Guwalani, Pawan Jain,

Om Prakash Lalwani were re-appointed to their respective posts.

Meeting of officials of Forti 
Udaipur: Forti Branch Co-Chairman Praveen Suthar said

that the pace of Corona is steadily increasing; in this, a meet-

ing of 32 district branches of Forti was held in Rajasthan under

the leadership of FortiState President Suresh Agarwal. Organized

a meeting with the officers and traders of the Forti Branch

established in each district through a virtual platform to dis-

cuss the situation there and provide oxygen cylinders, oxygen

machines, and ambulances to help the covid patient at their

level in their respective districts Guidelines for making arrange-

ments were issued.

Suthar said that people are getting oxygen and ambulances

on a delayed basis due to the excess of patients. In such a sit-

uation, Forti is making every possible effort to help the patients.

The current situation is very fragile. In such a situation, busi-

ness is necessary, but the time for service work is more, so

whoever can help spread awareness message.

Forty Udaipur branch president Nishant Sharma said Forti

Chief Secretary Girdhari Lal Khandelwal, Chief Secretary Branch

Mahesh Kala, Giriraj Niyati, Anil Dhanuka, Dhanraj Chauhan,

Naveen Wagrecha, Ramchandra Chaudhary, Ravi Sharma,

Vinod Aggarwal, Trilok Jindal, Anurag Garg, Pradeep. Sharma

the other officer gave his suggestions.

Mavli MLA Joshi dedicated
one month's salary 

Udaipur:  Mavli MLA Dharmanarayan Joshi dedicated one

month's salary of one lakh five thousand rupees as a person-

al contribution for the provision of oxygen for the survival of

Covid, infected patients in Maharana Bhupal Hospital of

Udaipur. Former Councilor Vijay Prakash Viplvi, MLA Joshi's

representative, today in the absence of Dr. Lakhan Poswal,

Principal of Rabindranath Tagore Medical College. Handed over

the cheque to Principal First Dr. A. K. Verma, Principal II Dr.

Lalit Kumar Regar, and Financial Advisor Amit Dave.

People are very enthusiastic
about Ayush Amrit decoction

Udaipur: As per the state government's instructions, peo-

ple are consuming Ayush Amrit Kwath in the state Model Ayurveda

dispensary Sindhi market with full enthusiasm.

Senior Ayurveda medical officer Vaidya Shobhalal Audichya

said that people are consuming decoction in large numbers,

following the guidelines of Covid Guidelines. He said that this

decoction is adequate to protect against Corona along with

increasing immunity. Created from various Ayurvedic herbs

and Ayurveda medicines, like  Giloy, Vasa, Kantakari, Haridra,

Saunth, Bharangi, Talis Patra, Madhyushthi, Tulsi Panchang,

Pepper, Clove, Pippalli, Chiraitya, etc. are the major constituents

in this Ayush decoction. Dr. Audichya informed that Dr. Rekha

Padaliya, Chartered Engineer Jignesh Sharma, Compounder

Pradeep Vyas, Sharda Jalora, Rajendra Jalora, etc., have sup-

ported in this service work. The program will continue in the

dispensary premises from 9 AM to 12 AM till April 30.

Videos of humanity were seen
One and a half million in 2 days

Udaipur: Very few people have sensitivity towards silent

animals and birds, and they also show this sensitivity towards

them when they get a chance. A video with similar sensitivity

is going viral on social media these days, in which there is an

incident of saving a small puppy that fell in the Fatehsagar lake

of Udaipur during the lockdown period 

during last week's lockdown, Udaipur city photo journalist

Tarachand Gawariya was going on the sail of Fatehsagar with

his friend that he saw a puppy screaming in the lake. Possibly

this puppy fell from the lake rallying. Due to the lockdown, there

was no one around who could save the puppy. Seeing the

puppy in danger, Tarachand immediately jumped into the lake,

threw this puppy out, and gave him life. His friend Yuvraj Malaviya

filmed the scene from mobile and later put it on the trending

Udaipur page, which is becoming very viral these days.

The video went viral in two days:

This video of about 45 seconds was put on the trading Udaipur

page on April 18, and so far, more than 15 lakh 53 thousand

people have seen this video, whereas more than 41 thousand

have been liked. Similarly, about one and a half thousand com-

ments have been made on this video, and more than one thou-

sand people have shared it. The order to like and share the

video continues continuously.

Jeeto Udaipur Chapter
Launches Oxygen Bank

Udaipur: The Oxygen Bank was launched on Monday in

a simple ceremony organized at Mahapragya Vihar by the Jain

International Trade Organization (JITO) Udaipur Chapter as

part of its service project. Rajkumar Surana, a philanthropist,

chairman of the Udaipur Chapter, said that the current situa-

tion is lacking due to the lack of oxygen, and there is no bet-

ter alternative than the oxygen concentrator machine. For this

innovative service project, Kishorebhai Choksi, a respected

member of the institution, has provided support of Rs 11 lakh,

which will make about 20 machines available to the bank. He

informed that this bank had been started with four machines,

and about 10 more machines will be received in the next few

days.

IIM Udaipur and Moti
Foundation will distribute

clothing to the needy
Udaipur: "Prayatna," a group of students of IIM Udaipur,

has given functional old clothes to Moti Foundation, which the

Foundation will distribute to the needy in Udaipur and nearby

rural areas.

Ayush, the coordinator of the "Prayatna" group, said that

all the students staying in the hostel are going home due to

the end of the examination. Many old functional clothes can

be helpful for the needy, this suggestion in the IIM and every-

one likes it. Aya and started collecting clothes, which was done

by the banner of the "Prayatna" group of IIM Udaipur. In this

work, the staff and faculty are also fully supported.

Co-ordinator Akanksha said that the President of Moti

Foundation Vikas Chhajed approached and provided the gar-

ments, the President of the Foundation Chhajed said that all

the clothes were washed and sanitized under the covid pro-

tocol, after May 3, these clothes will be distributed among the

needy.

Distribution of Ayush Amrit
in Vaidya Bhavani Shankar

Ayurveda dispensary
Udaipur: Ayush Amrit is being distributed in Vardhman

Secondary School on behalf of Vaidya Bhavani Shankar

Ayurveda dispensary to prevent and prevent Corona and sea-

sonal diseases as per the instructions of the Ayurveda

Department.

Senior Ayurveda Medical Officer Dr. Saroj Menaria said

that 2043 people had been benefited so far in this decoction

program released on April 19 to protect the common person

from diseases and increase immunity. Total distribution of social

distancing is being done in the distribution work, and people

are also being cautioned to take precautions. Bhupendra Kumar,

Chapdrakala Arya, Bhagwati Lal Dak, etc., are giving their

services in decoction work.
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